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ABSTRACT: The paper examines the association between various crime series for South Africa and their 
economic determinants between 1960 and 1993. The study uses Johansen cointegration techniques to 
establish the importance of income per capita (economic opportunities), police officers per capita, conviction 
rates (both of which proxy for the likelihood of criminal success whilst the latter also captures an institutional 
efficiency aspect), and political instability (necessary to reflect the unique South African environment during 
this time) on per capita crime levels. The results caution previous studies that find a close relationship between 
the level of economic activity and recorded crime. Previous work has relied on the Engle-Granger technique 
assuming a unique cointegrating vector. Our results for South Africa indicate that whilst total offences are 
negatively associated with income per capita, disaggregated crime series do not always yield cointegrating 
vectors. Some conclusions on the policy implications also follow. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The post apartheid dispensation in South Africa has been marred by the escalating crime waves that have 
turned South Africa into one of the worst crime centres in the world. Repeatedly, public opinion polls have 
shown that the South African public regards crime together with unemployment to be the two most pressing 
problems facing the country. Whilst much has been written on the possible effects that crime may have on 
investor confidence and hence economic growth, very little has been said about the reverse, namely the effect 
that economic performance may have on crime levels. Certainly no econometric models have been used in 
estimating a crime equation in a time series context in South Africa. This paper attempts to do just that by 
employing recent innovations in time series econometrics to explore the determinants of crime in South Africa 
between 1960 and 1993. It begins by surveying the literature on the relationship between crime and 
economics, both on an empirical and a theoretical level. Thereafter it proposes a time series crime model and 
examines the trends in South African crime series. Lastly, the Johansen econometric methodology is outlined 
and the results are presented. 
 
 2 The economics of crime 

Freeman (1996: 37) makes the point that there are two crude indicators of the aggregate cost of crime to 
society. At the one extreme, lies a society that spends nothing on crime control and the aggregate cost would 
then be the loss of property, lives and misery due to crime. At the other extreme, imagine a society that 
spends so much on crime prevention that no crimes are committed. The cost of crime would then be the 
opportunity cost of crime control resources – prison, police, and private spending – that could be spent on 
other activities. Clearly no societies represent these extremes. At the social optimum, society would spend just 
enough on crime control so that the marginal dollar spent (adjusted for the deadweight loss of raising the 
dollar) equals the marginal reduction in social costs of crime. Freeman (1996: 38-40) cites a host of studies 
which have attempted to estimate the costs of crime in the United States. These range from: a) estimates of 
the direct monetary losses of crime due to theft, damage, medical expenses and pay losses due to injury 
(0.3% of GDP), b) jury evaluations of nonpecuniary injuries (0.5% to 0.7% of GDP), c) additional loss of 
production by the incarcerated (minimum 0.5% to 0.7% of GDP), and d) resources that the state and 
individuals spend to control crime (approximately 2% of GDP). In South Africa, roughly 5% of GDP was 
spent by the state alone on protection services in the 1999/00 fiscal year (RSA, 1999). Disaggregated the 
police services consume 2.2% of GDP, prisons 0.8% of GDP, the justice service 0.4% of GDP, and defence 
1.7% of GDP. The inclusion of the latter is controversial but we have included it due to historical factors that 
have seen the defence force engage in internal protection. Even now the defence force is often used in the 
strife-torn province of KwaZulu-Natal and on the Cape Flats. The point is that the cost of crime to society is 
exorbitant, wasteful and rising. 
 
Turning to the individual, Gary Becker's (1968) exposition on an economic model of crime assumed that a 
potential offender acts as an expected-utility maximiser who allocates his time between competing activities, 
both legal and illegal, with uncertain consequences. A rational agent will thus engage in some illegal activity as 
long as the marginal return from crime exceeds the marginal return from legal occupation by more than the 
expected value of the penalty (Marselli and Vannini, 1997: 93-94). The theoretical foundations of the link 
between economic deprivation and crime is based upon the notion that deprivation creates economically 
motivated offenders who are compelled to commit crime in order to satisfy basic needs (see Shihadeh and 
Ousey, 1998: 189). A major problem with these theories is that they rely on the troubling supposition that 
macro-level relationships reflect the sum of a series of individual-level social-psychological processes. 
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However, Shihadeh and Ousey (1998: 190) quite correctly point out that the `challenge for macro-social 
research on crime - indeed its raison d’être - is to identify the macro-social contexts that are conducive to 
crime rather than to reproduce individual-level analogs at a higher level'. As a result they view economic 
deprivation as having profoundly destructive consequences on both the `organisation and normative structure' 
of communities, consequences that are far more calamitous to the design of social life than economically 
motivated offenders. Studies of crime in American ghettos where joblessness and poverty are daily realities 
reveal that the structural impediments, such as deleterious labour force conditions, can generate milieu effects 
that are conducive to crime (Shihadeh and Ousey, 1998: 191). In conditions of mass unemployment young 
males have little hope of finding work and are thus deprived of the primary means by which men prove their 
worth. Instead they seek out peer support and foster an image based on violence (cited in Shihadeh and 
Ousey, 1998: 191). 
 
Freeman (1996: 33-35) states that there is diverse evidence in the United States that young men respond to 
economic incentives for crime: 
§ The demographics of the criminal population show that those who commit crimes consist 

disproportionately of persons with low legitimate earnings prospects – the young, the less educated, 
persons with low test scores. 

§ Areas with higher unemployment tend to have higher crime. 
§ Greater inequality is associated with higher crime rates. 
§ Surveys show that individuals who commit crime have lower perceptions of the riskiness of crime, higher 

assessments of the relative earnings of criminal behaviour and lower legitimate hourly pay. 
§ Time worked by men in the lower deciles of the earnings distribution fell in the 1980s as their real earnings 

fell. 
§ Many youths combine crime and work or shift between them readily. 
 
Interestingly, studies on the relationship between crime and unemployment have yielded widely different 
conclusions. Box (1987) identified 33 studies that found a positive relationship and 19 studies that found a 
negative or no relationship. Similar ambiguous results are reported by Chiricos (1987) reviewing time series 
studies, although some of these relied on inappropriate techniques. Pyle and Deadman (1994: 340) cite two 
reasons why a positive association may not always be observed: first, during a recession there is less property 
available to steal and second, with more people at home during the day due to unemployment, the surveillance 
of residential premises is increased. Thus whilst one set of theories predict that property crimes should 
increase in times of economic hardship (motivational theories), the other that property crimes may fall during a 
recession (opportunity theories). Part of the problem lies with the fact that statistical `correlation' between 
variables does not necessarily imply a `causal' relationship. Masih and Masih (1996: 1094) capture the 
essence in stating that a `criminal activity is not something that can be caused by a single factor or two unless 
combined with a host of other factors, the dynamic interactions of which create an attitude as well as an 
environment which result in the final act of crime'. One thus has to take care that one captures the complexity 
of the interrelationships within a multivariate framework of association between variables, which the latest time 
series techniques allow for. Farrington et al (1986: 342) in trying to overcome the problems associated with 
determining causality (e.g. it may simply be a case that having a criminal record increases one's chances of 
being unemployed) examined the criminal records of individuals during periods when they were employed and 
unemployed. They found that `the rate of offending during periods of unemployment was about three times as 
great as during periods of employment'. 
 
More recent time series econometric models confirm the relationship between economic variables and crime 
and forecast that improving economic conditions will result in a fall in the level of recorded property crime 
(Pyle and Deadman, 1994; Deadman and Pyle, 1997; Hale, 1998; Masih and Masih, 1996). We now turn 
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our attention to the estimation of a crime equation for South Africa so as to examine whether these results are 
confirmed in the South African case. 
 
 

 

 

3 The Crime Model 
 
Freeman (1996: 30) quite rightly points out that the correlates and causes of crime are complex and varied  
and include age, sex, family background, intelligence, biomedical factors, community conditions, race, crime 
control strategies, and economic factors. Whilst not wishing to downplay the complexity, we focus here on the 
latter two factors. Going back to the work of Becker (1968) we understand that the returns to crime depend 
on legitimate earnings opportunities, the likelihood that the crime will succeed, and the penalty that a criminal 
will pay if caught. Thus in this paper we use a model substantially adapted from Pyle and Deadman (1994) 
which they used to forecast changes in criminal activity. The equation they used was of the form 
 

∆Crimet=γ0+γ1Et+γ2Cont+γ3Polt+µt 

 
where ∆Crimet measures the change in reported events of crime, Et  is a measure of the economy (earnings 
opportunities), either GDP, unemployment or consumer expenditure, Cont is the relevant conviction rate and 
Polt  is the number of police officers (the latter two variables representing the deterring factors). 
 
At this stage various issues need to be raised. Firstly, Pyle and Deadman over-rely on results based upon 
equations without a constant term. Secondly, and more substantially, Hale (1998) correctly points out that the 
cointegrating regression used by Pyle and Deadman both to test for cointegration between crime and the set 
of explanatory variables and to obtain the error correction term is misspecified. Consequently their finding of a 
cointegrating relationship between the differenced crime data is wrong since their dependent variable ∆Crime 
is I(0) and hence cannot have a stable equilibrium relationship with the set of I(1) explanatory factors, unless 
the explanatory variables are themselves cointegrated. Instead Hale (1998) shows that the dependent variable 
was in fact I(1) and therefore the equation should have been specified in the form 
 

Crimet=γ0+γ1Et+γ2Cont+γ3Polt+µt 

 
In this form both the left and right hand side would be I(1) which would mean that a cointegrating relationship 
is in principle possible. 
 
Our model is based upon Hale's refinements but with further modifications relevant to South African 
circumstances. We use a crime per capita measure to take account of the rapid rise in population numbers 
over the 1960 to 1993 period. Income per capita in real terms is used as our economic explanatory variable. 
The reason for this lies largely with the unreliable nature of South African unemployment statistics. Those that 
we did obtain were only rendered stationary after accounting for three structural breaks. Also a political 
instability/repression index has been incorporated as developed by Fedderke et al (1999). This was done so 
as to account for the rather unique set of political factors that were operational during the period 1960-1993 
and which could potentially have affected our results. Our equation is thus specified in the form 
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 Crimet=γ0+γ1Et+γ2Cont+γ3Polt+γ4Reprt+µt 

 
where Crimet  is the dependent crime variable (per capita), Et is a measure of the economy (in this case, real 
income per capita), Cont is the conviction rate (percent of offences solved), Polt is the number of police 
officers per 1000 of population, and Reprt is an index of political instability and repression. 
 
Lastly, we improve on the econometric analysis that was used by Hale (1998) and Deadman and Pyle (1997) 
by employing multivariate cointegration techniques. Their work relied on the Engle-Granger approach, which 
is limited by its assumption that cointegrating relationships found by means of the single equation technique will 
be unique. This need not be the case. The cointegrating relationships estimated by Engle-Granger may be 
linear combinations of all the cointegrating relationships present in the data. Hence, Engle-Granger will 
generate misleading results. To deal with this issue we need to move to multivariate cointegration techniques, 
as presented by Johansen, or at the very least we need to ensure that the cointegrating vector is unique. 
Fedderke (1999) points out two additional limitations of the Engle-Granger single equation approach: firstly, it 
effectively ignores short run dynamics when estimating the long run equilibrium relationship by shifting the short 
run dynamics to the error term; secondly, it presupposes that the researcher knows with certainty that the 
variables included in the estimation are I(1), or at least that the univariate time series characteristics of the data 
are such that there exist combinations of variables of different orders of integration, such that the structure of 
the relationship to be estimated can be plausibly suggested to be cointegrated. The problem is that the power 
of unit root tests is low, such that we can never be entirely sure that the postulated order of integration is 
correct. 
 
3.1 The Data 

The South African data collected for this study reveals interesting and often disturbing pictures. A word of 
caution is called for at the outset concerning the quality of the data. The data has been constructed from 
various reports of the South African Police and from numerous Central Statistical Service’s reports. It only 
captures reported crime which may be underestimated for three reasons: first, the apartheid government had 
an interest in underreporting crime so as to minimise perceptions of the onslaught against the regime and 
almost certainly undercounted the state’s own atrocities and political murders; second, as the state’s capacity 
to solve crime fell (see below) so the public incentive to report crime fell too; and third, certain crimes tend to 
suffer internationally from underreporting given their sensitivity e.g. rape. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the total number of offences reported on an annual basis between 1962 and 1993 
(including crime against the state, person, property and economic crimes). The trend is a steadily rising one 
from 413,972 in 1962 to 1,852,223 in 1993. (Note that per capita statistics are provided in figures 5 and 6.) 
However, the figure juxtaposes the total offences reported with the percentage of those actually solved and 
the opposite is true in this case. The percentage of offences solved falls dramatically from 73% in 1962 to 
only 51% by 1993. This may reflect the state’s falling capacity in the arena of law and order. If one adopts a 
Weberian understanding of the state it could be construed as a proxy for declining state capacity in a more 
general sense. This is supported in work by Fedderke et al (1999) and by Luiz (1999) who document the 
growing incapacity of the apartheid state particularly from the mid 1970s onwards. 
 

See Figure 1: Total Offences Reported and Solved, 1962-1993 
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The following three figures outline six disaggregated crime series which all fall under the rubric of what the 
South African police call `serious crime’. In figure 2, we present the number of reported cases of 
housebreaking and motor theft. The first pattern which strikes one is how closely they follow one another 
despite the fact that they are very different in absolute numbers as reflected by their respective axes. The 
estimated correlation coefficient between these two series is 0.989. Both show a rising pattern. 
Housebreaking increases from 70,191 in 1963 to 259,645 in 1993, whilst motor theft rises from 21,000 in 
1968 to 78,000 in 1993.  
 

See Figure 2: Reported cases of housebreaking and motor theft, 1963-1993 

 

Figure 3 relates the number of cases reported of assault and rape between 1960 and 1993. Note that assault 
rises rapidly from 68,000 cases in 1964 to 138,000 in 1974 and then never surpasses that number until 1993 
when it reaches 144,000. Rape, on the other hand, rises steadily throughout the period but escalates from the 
mid 1980s onwards. It is unclear whether the rapid rise in rape in the 1980s is as result of an actual escalation 
in incidence or whether it is as a result of public campaigns to encourage women to report rape cases. It is 
generally accepted  that the number of rape cases reported is a gross underestimation of actual incidence. 
However, table I below shows a remarkably close correlation between rape and other crimes, which suggests 
that if underreporting is a fact then it is consistently so across our time period. 
 
See Figure 3: Reported cases of assault and rape, 1960-1993 

Figure 4 outlines the cases of reported murder and robbery between 1960 and 1993. These, too, confirm the 
upward trends of the previous figures. Murder increases from 3,812 in 1960 to 19,583 in 1993; whilst 
robbery rises from 21,036 in 1963 to 87,102 in 1993. Alarmingly, both intensify from the mid 1980s as is 
reflected in the slopes becoming steeper. 
 
See Figure 4: Reported cases of murder and robbery, 1960-1993 

In table I we present the estimated correlation coefficients between the various crime series presented thus 
far. As previously mentioned, the two property crime series, housebreaking and car theft, are closely 
correlated with a coefficient of 0.99. Both rape and murder are most closely associated with robbery. The 
correlation coefficient of the former being 0.96 whilst that of the latter is 0.88. Assault is not highly correlated 
with any other series but is most associated with rape at 0.59. Given how closely all our crime series are 
correlated (with the exception of assault the coefficients are all above 0.8), we focus most of our attention on 
the aggregate crime pattern reflected in total offences in the analysis that follows. 
 

Table I: Estimated correlation matrix of crime variables, 1960-1993 

 House Car Offences Rape Assault Robbery Murder 

House 1.00       

Car 0.99 1.00      
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Offences 0.92 0.90 1.00     

Rape 0.88 0.88 0.84 1.00    

Assault 0.20 0.22 0.12 0.59 1.00   

Robbery 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.96 0.55 1.00  

Murder 0.84 0.82 0.90 0.89 0.36 0.88 1.00 

 

In figures 5 and 6 we present the above crime series in per capita format. The upward trends are largely 
confirmed, barring assault which declined from the mid 1970s. Total offences, car theft, rape, robbery and 
murder per capita all roughly doubled in this period, whilst housebreaking per capita rose by 80%. Note also 
that the rate of increase of these series escalates from the early 1980s. 
 

See Figure 5: Reported offences, housebreaking, car theft and assault per capita, 1960-1993 

 

See Figure 6: Reported cases of murder, rape and robbery per capita, 1960-1993 

 

A further series collected and reported by the South African Police is labelled `Infringements of the law’. This 
series documents more minor crimes, many of which were related to apartheid legislation. For instance, it 
includes `curfew regulations’, `Bantu documentation’, `Bantu (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act’, `Bantu tax’, 
`Illegal possession of Bantu liquor’, and `Master and Servants laws and Native Labour Regulation Act’. In 
addition to these a number of petty crimes related to licensing and traffic offences are also included. Figure 7 
reports the infringements of law series from 1962 to 1993. A fascinating picture emerges from this series. It 
rises steadily through the 1960s and early 1970s from 663,390 in 1962 to 2,150,689 in 1972 whereupon it 
starts to fall, dramatically so in 1974 when it falls to 1,467,058 and then just keeps falling to a low of 492,698 
in 1993. There are two reasons for this fall. Firstly, a case of reclassification of some traffic offences which 
now disappear from this series (only cases which require further police investigation are now included). 
Secondly, and more significantly, a substantial decline occurs in infringements related to `petty apartheid’, 
particularly curfew regulations. This illustrates the state’s increasing inability to enforce apartheid legislation as 
a result of the increasing pressure exerted on its enforcement structures. The state thus concentrated its efforts 
on survival and on crushing the `total onslaught’ at the expense of `petty apartheid’ legislation. The figure also 
demonstrates that although the petty apartheid legislation was only removed from the statute books in the mid 
1980s, the state had de facto relaxed the enforcement of these laws from the mid 1970s onwards. This was 
most probably as a result of its overall inability to enforce them any longer (see Luiz, 1999). 
 

See Figure 7: Infringements of the law, 1962-1993 
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Figure 8 exhibits the surprising trend in the number of police officers per 1000 of population. It demonstrates 
that police per 1000 of population falls steadily between 1965 and 1980, after which it rises rapidly through 
to the early 1990s. This provides further evidence of the Botha response to the so-called `total onslaught' in 
which he loaded the state with `securocrats' in the 1980s. Contrasting figures 1 and 8 also show the 
`ineffectiveness’ of the Botha response given that despite the dramatic rise in police per capita, the crime rate 
showed a marked increase. However, we must bear in mind that other things were not equal. 
 

See Figure 8: Police officers per 1000 of population, 1960-1993 

 

The political instability (repression) index is illustrated in figure 9. Its construction and analysis is explained 
more fully in an earlier paper (Fedderke et al, 1999) but it is a weighted average of the number of 
prosecutions under Emergency regulations, the Suppression of Communism Act, number of political detainees 
and political fatalities, and acts of political `terrorism'. Note the initial peak in the early 1960s, followed by a 
lull, another more dramatic peak in 1976, and then the period of greatest political instability between 1984 
and 1988. 
 

See Figure 9: Political instability index, 1960-1993 

 

For the sake of space the unemployment rate (which, in fact, we do not employ) and income per capita trends 
are not illustrated but confirm the recent dismal economic picture. Real income per capita rises through to the 
mid 1970s and falls steadily thereafter, whilst the unemployment rate shows a consistently rising trend, more 
dramatically so from the late 1970s. 
 
3.2 Empirical methodology 

We next return to our model as specified at the beginning of this section and examine the statistical properties 
of our data more carefully. This is especially important in a time series context where spurious results can be 
obtained with conventional regression analysis in the face of non-stationary variables. Whilst Ermini-Hendry 
tests proved inconclusive, the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion called for the logarithmic conversion of all our 
variables, barring real income per capita. Standardised spectral density functions, as well as Dickey-Fuller 
(DF) and Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests confirm stationarity of all the variables in the first difference 
i.e. I(1). Table II presents the results of the ADF tests for stationarity. 
 

Table II: ADF Stationarity Tests;  * denotes significance at the 5% level 

Variable τµ: I(0) - drift, no 

trend 

τµ: I(1) – drift, no 

trend 

ττ: I(0) – drift, trend ττ: I(1) – drift, trend 

Loffpc -1.81 -4.12* -0.93 -4.52* 
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Yperc -2.03 -3.5* -0.87 -4.59* 

Loffs -0.03 -5.6* -2.45 -5.6* 

Lnpolper -2.57 -4.3* -1.43 -4.3* 

Lnrepr -2.48 -8.15* -2.63 -7.9* 

Lhousepc 0.15 -4.56* -3.58 -4.45* 

Lmurdpc 0.14 -7.59* -0.50 -7.97* 

Lrapepc -0.97 -3.63* -1.57 -3.61* 

 
Given that both the explanatory and dependent variables are all I(1), the next step entails examining whether 
cointegrating relationships exist between the levels of the crime variables and the levels of the explanatory 
variables. 
 
The Johansen method (Johansen, 1988; Johansen and Juselius, 1990, 1992) has become standard for time 
series estimation and hence our discussion here can be brief. We employ a vector error-correction (VECM) 
framework, for which in the case of a set of k variables, we may have cointegrating relationships denoted r, 
such that 0 #  r #  k-1. This gives us a k-dimensional VAR: 
zt = A1zt-1 + … + Amzt-m+µt 
where m denotes lag length, and µ a Gaussian error term. 
The proper specification of the model extends beyond the long run equilibrium relationship, to the dynamics of 
the system. Reparametrization provides the VECM specification: 

∆zt = 
i

k

=

−

∑
1

1

Γi∆zt-i + Πzt-k+ ΨDt + µt 

where Dt  is a vector of deterministic components, I(0) variables and weakly exogenous variables within the 
VECM system, and hence will only affect the short run dynamics of the system. Where r>1, issues of 
identification arise. The procedure rests on the identification of long run terms and dynamics separately. A 
priori, there is need for k=r2 restrictions, where r denotes the number of cointegrating vectors.1 If k<r2 the 
model is underidentified, and if k>r2 the model is overidentified. Where r=1 it suffices for us to place just a 
single restriction for us to normalise the single cointegrating vector. Where r=2 (r2=4) we require more than 
normalisation, and one example would be the imposition of zero restrictions where appropriate. Note that the 
demands on theory grow rapidly as the number of cointegrating relationships present in our data increases. 
 
3.3 Results 

We first report the results of our model presented in section 3, with total offences per capita (loffpc) as our 
dependent variable and with income per capita (yperc), the percentage of offences solved (loffs), police per 
1000 of population (lnpolper), and the political instability/repression index (lnrepr) as our explanatory 
variables. Both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) point to a 
VAR order of 1. On the basis of Johansen reduced rank test both maximal eigenvalues and trace statistics2 
favour the presence of a single cointergrating vector as reflected in table III. 
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Table III: Johansen reduced rank tests;  * denotes significance at the 95% critical value 

Null Alternative Eigenvalue Trace 

r=0 r=1 68.19* 113.54* 

r≤1 r=2 23.17 45.35 

r≤2 r=3 13.46 22.17 

r≤3 r=4 7.03 8.71 

r≤4 r=5 1.67 1.67 

 

We therefore proceed on the assumption that a single long run relationship can be confirmed between the 
variables. The estimates of the long run coefficients are recorded in the table below.3 
 

 

 
 

 
Table IV: Estimates of restricted cointegrating relations ; * denotes significance 

 
 

Variable Coefficient Standard Error 

Yperc -163.44* 56.25 

Loffs 0.12 0.17 

Lnpolper 0.03 0.15 

Lnrepr 0.36 0.01 

ECM -0.76* 0.059 

t-ratio=-12.87* 

R-Bar-Squared 0.85 - 

 

Over-identifying restrictions show yperc to be statistically significant, whilst all the other coefficients remain 
insignificant. The results indicate that a fall in real income per capita leads to an increase in total offences per 
capita. Lnpolper and loffs are intuitively of the wrong sign, whilst a rise in political instability (lnrepr) leads to a 
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rise in offences per capita although all three are insignificant. Once again the coefficients of the ECM4 term are 
statistically significant and of the correct sign and the diagnostic tests reveal no serial correlation or 
heteroscedasticity. Note the size of the yperc coefficient can be explained by its semi-logarithmic nature and 
may make more sense as an elasticity. Figure 10 presents the imputed elasticity of total offences per capita 
with respect to income per capita, holding other forcing variables constant at their sample average. Note the 
elasticity is not constant and is subject to a form of `diminishing returns’ with a proportionately smaller drop in 
total offences per capita as we move to higher levels of income per capita. Intuitively it makes sense that the 
return (drop in crime) would be more substantial when income per capita rises at lower income levels than at 
higher levels. This is something which has not been revealed in the literature thus far. 
 
See Figure 10: Imputed elasticity of total crime per capita with respect to income per capita 

As a result of the latter three variables proving to be insignificant, we rerun the model with only yperc as our 
explanatory variable. Once again the AIC and SBC confirm a VAR order of 1. Both maximal eigenvalues and 
trace statistics favour the presence of a single cointergrating vector. 
 

 

 

 

 

Table V: Johansen reduced rank tests;  * denotes significance at the 95% critical value  

Null Alternative Eigenvalue Trace 

r=0 r=1 65.34* 70.13* 

r≤1 r=2 4.79 4.79 

 

The estimates of the long run coefficients are recorded below based upon the assumption that a single long run 
relationship can be confirmed between the variables. 
 

Table VI: Estimates of restricted cointegrating relations;  * denotes significance 

Variable Coefficient Standard Error 

Yperc -170.73* 26.76 

ECM -0.77* 0.058 
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t-ratio=-13.30* 

R-Bar-Squared 0.85 _ 

 

Our economic variable, real income per capita (yperc) is significant and negatively signed, as we would 
expect. Our ECM remains significant and of the right sign. The coefficients show that 77% of the 
disequilibrium in one period is corrected in the next period. The diagnostic tests reveal no serial correlation or 
heteroscedasticity. It would appear therefore that the long run relationship is more simple than that reflected in 
table IV, and that total offences per capita is cointegrated with our economic variable. 
 
With murder per capita as our dependent variable and employing our model (yperc, loffs, lnpolper, lnrepr) as 
our explanatory variables, both the AIC and the SBC point to a VAR order of 1. Maximal eigenvalues and 
trace statistics favour the presence of a single cointergrating vector as illustrated in table VII. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table VII: Johansen reduced rank tests;  * denotes significance at the 95% critical value  

Null Alternative Eigenvalue Trace 

r=0 r=1 48.39* 90.74* 

r≤1 r=2 23.54 42.34 

r≤2 r=3 10.94 18.79 

r≤3 r=4 7.36 7.85 

r≤4 r=5 0.49 0.49 

 

On the assumption of a single long run relationship, the estimates of the long run coefficients are recorded in 
table VIII. 
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Table VIII: Estimates of restricted cointegrating relations;  * denotes significance 

Variable Coefficient Standard Error 

Yperc 47.26 55.44 

Loffs -0.65* 0.19 

Lnpolper 0.76* 0.16 

Lnrepr -0.06* 0.01 

ECM -0.53* 0.15 

t-ratio=-3.63* 

R-Bar-Squared 0.29 - 

 

Identifying restrictions show yperc to be statistically insignificant, whilst all the other coefficients remain 
significant. The results indicate that a rise in the percentage of offences solved leads to a fall in the murder per 
capita rate. A rise in police per 1000 of population perplexingly leads to a rise in the murder rate5, whilst a 
rise in our repression index leads to a fall in the murder rate. Once again the coefficients of the ECM terms are 
statistically significant and of the correct sign and the diagnostic tests reveal no serial correlation or 
heteroscedasticity. 
 

Using any other crime series presented as our dependent variable with the above explanatory variables results 
in problems. As one would probably expect, no cointegrating relationship is found with the rape variable. 
More surprisingly, our property crime variables lhouse (housebreaking) and lrob (robbery) also demonstrate 
no cointegrating relationships. Once again, one would have to caution previous studies (Pyle and Deadman, 
1994; and Hale, 1998) which proceeded by merely assuming unique cointegrating vectors. 
 
 
4 Conclusion 

This study puts caution to the earlier studies by Hale (1998) and Pyle and Deadman (1994) amongst many 
others which found a close relationship between the level of economic activity and recorded crime (especially 
property crime). Previous work has relied on the Engle-Granger technique assuming an unique cointegrating 
vector. Our study showed the deficiencies of this methodology both on a theoretical/methodological level and 
on an empirical level. Using the Johansen technique we found no cointegrating relationships between our 
property crime variables and the economic variables in our model. The only robust results which we obtained 
was with total offences per capita which was negatively associated with income per capita, and with the 
murder per capita rate which was negatively related to the conviction rate and the repression index. Income 
per capita proved insignificant in the latter case. It may also be necessary for the specific crime series to use 
other explanatory variables more appropriate for each series but international theory is unable to guide in this 
regard. 
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Whilst one has to acknowledge that crime is a much more complex phenomenon than can be captured by the 
simplistic models presented here, we have at least shown that in terms of overall crime levels economics 
matters in South Africa. Similar studies which were conducted in the United States, Britain and Australia 
probably also need to be re-examined in the light of more recent developments in time-series econometrics. 
More work clearly needs to be done on the economic determinants of crime because intuitively one would 
expect some association. This, in turn, has implications for policy-makers. Freeman (1996: 40) states that `it 
is difficult to see any long-term solution to crime that does not include some improvement in the labor market 
opportunities for less skilled youth’. Whilst a carrot and stick approach is clearly necessary – increasing the 
penalty for crime whilst enhancing the rewards for legitimate work – the problematic part of such a policy lies 
in finding legitimate opportunities for the youth. A further point, which has been neglected, is the link between 
crime and the breakdown in social capital. The long-term solution to crime lies in rebuilding civic traditions 
with their immense positive externalities thereby making society more efficient (see Putnam, 1993; and 
Fedderke et al, 1999). 
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1 See Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1996) for the derivation of this restriction. 
2 The decision rule is that the test statistic which is based upon the eigenvalue or trace statistic must be greater than the 
critical value in testing the null of r cointegration vectors against the alternative of r+1. 
3 We used an unrestricted intercept which in Johansen estimation gives a composite intercept between the long run 
equilibrium and short run dynamics, given that they are not separably identifiable. 
4 The Error Correction Mechanism (ECM) refers to that part of the short run dynamics which captures the adjustment 
towards the long run equilibrium. 
5 Although a PSS F-test (see Pesaran, Shin and Smith, 1996) is indeterminate which may be the result of some reverse 
causation through lagged effects and trending series. 


